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From picture-book master Byron Barton, this is the perfect story for young readers who love
outer space and want to know more about how NASA astronauts do their job.Once in orbit, the
astronauts get a taste of ready-to-eat food, experience zero gravity, go for space walks, and
even fix a satellite. It's fun to fly aboard the shuttle...and then come back to earth.Byron Barton's
signature bright, graphic artwork and straightforward text is a perfect match for the preschool
crowd.

From the Back CoverBlast-off! Up into the shy goes the space shuttle. Into orbit, the astronauts
get a taste of ready-to-eat food, experience zero gravity, go for space walks, and even fix a
satellite. It's fun to fly aboard the shuttle...and then come back to earth.‘A young girl declares her
longing to ‘fly on the shuttle into outer space.’ The familiar acts of eating, sleeping, and working
become intense and special as she and the rest of the crew go about their business. The
illustrations positively glow in this simple, lyrical picture book that will have nearly everyone off
and flying.’ —SLJ.Notable Children's Book of 1988 (ALA)1988 Fanfare Honor List (The Horn
Book)Best Illustrated Children's Books of 1988 (NYT)Oustanding Science Trade Books for
Children 1988 (NSTA/CBC)About the AuthorByron Barton is the creator of many picture books
for young children, including My Car, Building a House, and Little Red Hen.
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Geekerella00, “I bought this book for my son.... My Son was in Kindergarten, he checked it out
from the school library. Every Week he re-checked this book out! He kept this book for several
months. We read this book together several times a day, he couldn't get enough of it!! My son is
now 25 & Married. I bought this book for him & my future grandchildren. It will be his turn to read
this book with his children several times a day! It is a Positive Parental Payback!! The best part
is, that one day I can also read this book with my grandchildren!The Illustrations are Large &
Vivid. The pictures and the story sparks the imagination of children & adults. Enjoy!”

Sharon L. Henry, “Good. My granddaughter is three and she really likes this book.”

Linda Sukulele, “My 4 yo grandson loved this. We play Astronaut ant the book has .... My 4 yo
grandson loved this. We play Astronaut ant the book has been unitentionally launched a few
times. It's definitely not one for before nap or bed. I love the simple illustrations which we trace
and color in different ways. The figures are large enough that he can cut the traced ones out by
himself--a favorite activity.”

M. Wright, “Get those kids turned in to astronauts early!. This is an oldie but goodie. Illustrations
are simple but clear about what is important in the picture. The only problem nowadays is that
the space shuttle program is gone. But little kids won't get that and we adults who remember our
glory days will enjoy reading the book to the kiddos. Maybe Barton will update the book to ride in
Musk's new space capsule?”

moosmom, “I think its okay, my son loves it.. This book has really nice pictures, but very few
words, which is why I gave it four stars. You barely get done turning the page and your done with
the words and turning the page again.  He really loves it, I just wish it had more substance.”

Mandy Wollenzien, “A great book about Astronaut. I bought this book for a preschool unit on
Space. My students loved this book. It had great pictures of astronauts eating and working in
space. I used it to introduce the jobs of and astronaut. My students loved looking through the
pages and re-telling the story.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another Wonderful Byron Barton Book. My nearly-two-year-old son and I
love all of our Byron Barton books. I especially love this one because of the poignant line, "I just
want to be an astronaut." I imagine it said with such deep longing. I may need to get out of the
house more. I recently discovered that one of my well-worn childhood favs, "Bullfrog Builds a
House," was also a Byron Barton work.  What a nice surprise!”

zhengyangling, “fabulous and instructive. We love it. it says it is for toddlers btw 4 and 6.



however, my 15 months old loves looking and pointing at pictures and counting the members
crew. i find it very good for learning about space and astronauts, u can even add some text by
urself.”

MrsMac, “I'm really happy with it. I bought this book for my grandson. It is well produced and
illustrated.  I'm really happy with it.”

Katherine K, “cute book. great book for my little future astronaut. It says 4-8 on it, but it's a little
simple for that age. more like 2-5? still cute though”

Bushra, “Astronaut Book. A good book for kids to read. Very informative.”

The book by Regina Darcy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 209 people have provided feedback.
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